Abstract-Basic arithmetic is the cornerstone of mathematics and computer sciences. In arithmetic, 'division by zero' is an undefined operation and any attempt at extending logic for algebraic division to incorporate division by zero has resulted in paradoxes and fallacies. However, there is no proven theorem or mathematical logic that suggests that, defining logic for division by zero would result in break-down of theory. Basing on this motivation, in this paper, we attempt at logically defining a solution for 'division by zero' problem.
However, the question still remains open. Is there a possibility of arriving at a mathematical logic that allows division by zero that doesn"t result in paradoxes? There is no proven mathematical or logical theorem that states that, allowing division by zero would result in some sort of breakdown of mathematical logic. Several logicians have ignored the division by zero as absurd by quoting the variant of the following example. Consider there are 10 apples that have to be divided among 2 people. How many apples will each person get? The answer is 10/2 = 5 apples each. However, if the question is asked, how many apples does each person get if it has to be divided among "0" people? Such question doesn"t have any physical meaning as apples can be divided only when there are non-zero people. However, as we point out, such logic cannot be considered as reason for treating division by zero as undefined logic. Consider the following revised question. How many apples does each person get if 10 apples are divided among "2i" people, where "i" is an imaginary number? Even though, logically "2i" people doesn"t make sense, mathematically the answer is well defined and equal to 10/2i = -5i. Hence, we note for a mathematical logic to be true, it necessarily need not have a verbal/logical/physical meaning. Also, our motivation of working on "division by zero" problem is because of natural occurrence of division by zero at spacetime singularities within black holes [8] [9] and at the big bang [6] [7] . Such unavoidable natural occurrence of division by zero conveys two possibilities (i) laws of theoretical physics are incorrect or (ii) there exists some solution to "division by zero" problem that is unknown to us. We would like to consider the later possibility i.e. there exist some solution to division by zero problem that would help us understanding natural occurrence of division by zero in our physical theories. This paper is organized in following order. In Section II, in order to define division by zero, we define a new axiom that relates to conservation of information in mathematical expressions. In Section III, division by zero is defined. We show that such division by zero gives rise to new numbers, which we refer as "Calpanic Numbers". In section IV, we describe the algebra of numbers arising out of division by zero operation. In Section V, we briefly go over the polynomial equations whose solutions are Calpanic numbers. In section VI, we discuss the properties of Calpanic number matrices. Conditions for eliminating singularities are discussed in Section VII. In the end, we provide a critique and formal conclusion with a optimistic note.
II. LOGIC, ZERO AND ROLE OF OBSERVER
Logical axioms of arithmetic vary depending on the domain of the numbers i.e. axioms of arithmetic for natural numbers (integers greater than 0) are different from axioms of arithmetic for real numbers. A good treatment of logical axioms of arithmetic operations such as addition and subtraction can be found in [3, 5] .
In [3] , Suppes describes five elementary techniques that have been adopted at arriving at "division by zero" problem and various constraints associated with it. The technique adopted in this paper is on the lines of forth technique suggested by Suppes. As per the forth technique suggested by Suppes in [3] , a real number when divided by zero gives rise to nonreal number. This technique is analogous to creation of imaginary numbers. Before the advent of imaginary numbers, square-root of a negative number was an undefined arithmetic operation. It was only after assuming the square root of negative number gives rise to imaginary number, we have been able to develop elegant theory of complex numbers. As we now understand, imaginary numbers are not merely a theoretical trick but intrinsically related to core mathematics [12] [13] .
Before we make an attempt to solve "division by zero" problem, we briefly discuss some fundamental properties related to "zero". In traditional mathematical logic, it is assumed that there is no difference between positive zero and a negative zero. Based on this assumption, it is believed that addition of real numbers is commutative. As we saw above, addition of real numbers is commutative if and only if positive zero is equal to negative zero. The concept of positive and negative zero is also used in calculus for defining the limits of the real functions [15] . Consider the function f(x) = 1/x. At x=0, we define the limits of this function as
The value of the function f(x) for limit "x" tends to positive zero is different compared to limit "x" tends to negative zero. However, at "x" equals to exact zero, the function f(x) is undefined as it leads to division by zero. The behavior of the function f(x) is important to us, as at x=0, it relates to "division by zero" problem. f(x) for limit tending to positive zero is different than negative zero indicates the difference between positive and negative zero. Had both positive and negative zero been intrinsically equal, then f(x) would have had the same value for limit tending to positive and negative zero. This gives us a hint that, if "division by zero" has to be solved, it needs to address the difference between positive and negative zero.
On a side note, almost all computers and programming languages support positive and negative zero. This is referred as signed zero and is defined by IEEE 754 floating point standard. A good account on signed zero can be found in [14] . Hence, if a new mathematical theory threats positive zero different from negative zero, computers and programming languages are in a position to support such change. We now look at some mathematical properties of "zero". Consider the below mathematical equations
All real numbers satisfy eqn. 1, whereas eqn. 2 is satisfied by only zero. In order words, eqn. 2 is a unique property of real number zero. Eqn. (1) and (2) also lead to another property of "zero"
Eqn. 3 is satisfied only if A=0 and +0 = 0, hence this property is again unique to "zero" and not satisfied by any other real number. While eqn. (2) and (3) are mathematically correct, an observer performing mathematical calculations can abuse these properties of zero. The following example would highlight how these properties can be abused. Consider a statement, "there are seven mangoes". This can be written mathematically as
However, an observer can write the same statement as eqn. 5 and argue that both eqn. 4 and 5 are numerically equal.
Expression (4) and (5) conveys that there are seven mangoes; however eqn. (5) contains more information than specified in the statement "there are seven mangoes" and the observer who wrote eqn. (5) has abused the properties of zero. This abuse of properties of zero doesn"t result in any numerical discrepancy when the calculations are performed in realnumber domain, however inserts junk information in the mathematical equation. Insertion of junk information by abusing numerical properties of zero doesn"t affect the real number arithmetic, however poses a serious logic challenge for arriving at a solution for "division by zero" problem. Consider the following situation. Let some non-real quantity U be described as follows
An observer can use the real number properties of zero and modify U as
Therefore, if we define some non-real number U = 1/0 and assume that properties of real number "zero" hold good in the new domain, then U should also be equal to r/0 for  r  -{0}. The negation of this logic is that, if some non-real quantity U = 1/0 has to be unique and not equal to r/0 for  r  -{1}, then one of the necessary conditions is that properties of zero doesn"t hold good in new domain.
From the above two examples, in the new domain of numbers where division by zero is allowed, the number zero must have following properties
Negative zero is not equal to positive zero (ii)
An observer cannot abuse the properties of zero given in Eqn. 2 and 3.
We now define an axiom that would address the properties of "zero" in the new domain.
Axiom 1: An observer or a machine performing mathematical calculations must not create or destroy information using zero.
We refer the above axiom as "conservation of information". This axiom prohibits abuse of numerical properties of zero by the observer. Using the above axiom, we obtain the following properties of zero. Note that, these properties are only valid for new domain of numbers where division by zero is allowed. Consider the following mathematical expressions
At z = 0, x = 0 2 , i.e. z =0, x is a second order zero. Similarly, at z = 1, y is first order zero. Given that, conservation of information axiom states that "observer" cannot kill the information, a second order zero must not be converted into first order zero in a mathematical expression i.e. if x = 0  0, then the expression must not be converted to x = .
In order to simply things, we follow the below notation. During all the step-by-steps proofs of mathematical statements, information is conserved. From here on, real number calculations\measurements are performed only within brackets [ ] real . For example, consider eqn. 8
In some crude sense, doing a real calculation can be considered similar to "wave function collapse" in quantum mechanics. Once the observer measures the real state of the observable, the wave function collapses to a real value [10] [11] . Similarly, once the real calculation is performed, information collapses to a value. We shall discuss the other consequences of "conservation of information" axiom in next section.
III. DIVISION BY ZERO
We now define division by zero as follows:
Definition 1: Let " " be some non-real number such that Definition 2: The non-real number " " satisfies the following We call the numbers containing "
" as a Calpanic numbers 1 . We now define a combination of Real and Calpanic number as follows For simplicity, from hereon we refer Real + Calpanic numbers as Calpanic numbers itself and we refer its domain of real and Calpanic numbers as calpanic domain. Before we proceed to derive theorems relating to Calpanic numbers, we formally defines the rules for calpanic numbers. These rules are derived from axiom of "conservation of information". Rule 1: Multiplication of a real number with zero destroys the information, therefore in Calpanic domain, zero must not be multiplied with real numbers. Where ever possible, definition 1 must be applied to eliminate "0" and " ".
An important consequence of rule 1 is +0  -0, since 0 = 10 and 0 = 10. Positive and negative zero are equal only if real number multiplication with zero is allowed. Another consequence of this rule is that, 0 = 1. Traditionally, addition has been commutative and several of our mathematical conventions are dependent on it. However, since addition is not commutative in Calpanic domain, we address some of the convention changes here. It is the matter of convention to choose whether 1-1 = +0 or -0. From here on we abide to the following convention.
Note that, this convention doesn"t change 
We use simple Calpanic numbers in all our examples for ease of calculations, similar logic can be extended for Calpanic numbers of n th order singularity and m th order zeros. As per axiom of conservation of information, an observer cannot convert the demoninatior "0" to "0k". Also, the observer must not multiply the real number with zero.
This notation might be little confusing given that we are used to traditional subtraction in a different way. In Calpanic Number Algebra, "zero" plays an important role and can"t be ignored.
Let X = 10; Y =7 X  Y = 10  7 = 3 +7 (  ) = 3 + 7 ; (since  = 1) As seen in this example, 10 -7 is equal to "3 + 7" but not "3 ".
V. POLYNOMIAL EQUATIONS WITH CALPANIC NUMBERS
Consider the polynomial equations such as below
In complex or real number domain, eqn. 16 has no meaning for k  0. In case of Eqn. 17, the x 2 term can be cancelled without hesitation in complex or real number domain, resulting in k 1 x + k 0 = 0. However, in Calpanic number domain, these equations (i.e. Eqn. 16 and Eqn. 17) needs to be solved recognizing the fact that x-x  0.
As per Eqn. 10, x -x = k To solve the polynomial equations, we have to identify some value of "x" for which L.H.S = R.H.S. Given that if A+B = C+D, then A+B-D might not be equal to C, we cannot shift a variables or constants from left hand side to right hand side or vice versa. Let us consider, there is some "x" such that x = x 1 that satisfies eqn. 10.
Note that, we have only found solutions for x = x 1 , however there is also a possibility that some higher order x with nth order singularity and mth order zero would satisfy the equation x -x = c. Also, a word of caution here, the equation x-x = c is not equal to x = x+c (from theorem 2).
A general result is that, x = k are solutions to polynomial equations of below type At this point of time, we haven"t been able to find a procedural technique for solving polynomial equations involving Calpanic numbers. Identifying general properties of polynomial equations involving Calpanic numbers is one of our future goals.
VI. MATRICES WITH CALPANIC NUMBERS
We have observed break-down of traditional matrix concepts when Calpanic numbers are used in matrices. Multiplying a Calpanic number matrix with the traditional identity matrix doesn"t produce the same Calpanic Number matrix. Consider the case for a generic 22 matrix, Similarly, for addition of Calpanic numbers containing second order singularity, conditions can be obtained for which singularities are eliminated. If the singularity of the black-hole can be described using Calpanic numbers, then additive properties of Calpanic numbers can potentially throws light on black hole dynamics and conditions for which singularities can be eliminated. However, this isn"t to say that Calpanic numbers does indeed find application in black-hole dynamics. Further research needs to be carried out on to establish whether Calpanic numbers can be used to describe the black-hole singularity and dynamics or not.
VIII. CALPANIC NUMBERS -A CRITIQUE
In previous sections of this paper, we have formulated the new theory of Calpanic numbers. An obvious question at this moment is, is this theory worth formulating given that fact that, it suggests abandoning commutatively and associativity of numbers. Moreover, the theory bizarrely suggests negative zero is not equal to positive zero. Hence, it is natural ask, whether this Calpanic number theory adds any value of mathematics. However, there is another side of the coin. Real numbers are merely a subset of Calpanic numbers. Hence, the logic associated with real numbers is special case of Calpanic number logic. For a given application, if all the associated Calpanic numbers are purely real numbers then, addition is associative and commutative.
We would also like to highlight that, any mathematical theory is considered valuable if only it finds its applications. Historically, complex numbers were seen with distrust and misbelief until applications of it were found. Hence, Calpanic numbers are valuable if only they find physical applications. Currently, we are working on potential applications of Calpanic theory in applied fields such as cryptography. We also foresee applications of Calpanic numbers in representation of curled dimensions, black-hole dynamics, etc.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a novel concept by considered division by zero gives rises to non-real numbers called as Calpanic number. The approach adopted in this paper is similar to approach adopted for creation of imaginary numbers by considering square-root of minus one is equal to imaginary number "i". By considering one divided by zero as a Calpanic number represented by symbol " ", we explored the possibility of extending division algebra. Subsequently, we derived Calpanic number algebra and theory. The Calpanic number theory presented in this paper is still under evolutionary state and has huge scope for further development.
